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Genius's in whom every species of talents combine to render him
conspicuous and flourishing in public debate:—He winds through
all the mazes of rhetoric, and throws around him such a glare
that he charms, captivates, and leads away the senses of all who
hear him. With an infinite stretch of fancy he brings to view
things when he is engaged in deep argumentation, that render
all the labor of reasoning easy and pleasing/' Still, Pierce could
not help noting that Morris was "fickle and inconstant,—never
pursuing one train of thinking,—nor ever regular."
Morris, who spoke more often than any other delegate to the
Convention, seemed exotic there, with his wit and arrogance, his
reputation for gallantry, and his wooden leg. It was whispered
in Philadelphia that he had lost his leg in a leap from a balcony
to escape an angry husband. There were no amorous balconies in
Philadelphia, and nobody now knows the names of the ladies
who may have loved Morris in that prim city to which he had
come from New York and which he was soon to leave for Paris.
A more dependable story about his accident is more revealing
about his character. He had been thrown from his carriage seven
years before, and his left leg so badly broken that, as surgeons
then thought, it had to be amputated. One of his friends came
to offer him consolation "on an event so melancholy.9' Such a
trial would have a good effect on his morals, since it would
reduce his impulses towards "the pleasures and dissipations of
life, into which young men are too apt to be led. eMy good Sir/
replied Mr. Morris, 'you argue the matter so handsomely, and
point out so clearly the advantages of beings without legs, that I
am almost tempted to part with the other.3"*
Armed sentries outside the State House, and in the corridor
before the closed door of the chamber where the Convention
sat, served to enforce its rule of secrecy. Pierce in his notes tells
of something that might have made a very important secret
public. The delegates were permitted to have copies of the
Virginia plan, apparently taken by each in his own handwriting.
One day in June a delegate dropped his copy, which was found
by Mifflin outside the chamber and turned over to Washington.
He kept it in his pocket till the end of the session, and the motion
to adjourn. Then, before putting the motion, Washington rose
from his chair and spoke sternly, as Pierce remembered the
incident:

